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TWO

NEW ZEALAND NOTES
by Warwick Paterson
NEW ZEALAND POST - A QUESTION OF IMAGE
At a time when New Zealand Post is coming under fire
overseas for the volume, range, frequency and cost of
its products, this much you can say with confidence:New Zealand Post, in common with the Royal Mail, Australia
Post, the USPS, and so forth, makes a huge amount of
money out of collectors. What commodity can you name
that costs a matter of cents to print per sheet and yet
may have a face value of - in the case of the $20 stamp
- as high as $500?
Stamps are worth their face value
in postal services in the currency in which they are
issued. Printing and producing them is relatively simple.
Supplying established mail order lists with examples
is also straightforward but in the case of New Zealand
Post at least, the sticking point is, in my opinion,
proving to be the overly aggressive marketing of the
whole broad range of stamps, souvenirs, presentation
packs, annual year books, Limited Edition albums, and
so on, that they produce.
This is where I believe New
Zealand Post has lost the plot.
Somewhere, somehow, the picture has become confused to
the point where the question now has to be asked: "Is
New Zealand Post presenting itself to its target market
in a way that is conducive to the establishing of a long-term
and stable market?".
Because surely this must be the objective of all marketing.
That is, not simply to reach or exceed budgeted figures
for sales, but to establish customer loyalty and retention,
"branding", and long-term benefit for the organisation
and for its clients.
New Zealand Post is not the only administration being
flayed these days in the philatelic media and elsewhere
for putting out a plethora of "products" as opposed to
what most traditional philatelists would regard as its
essential stamp business, that is, the production of
adhesive labels of an established and stable face value
to be used for the pre-payment of postage.
That was
- and remains - the main reason why collectors were so
taken with stamp collecting. The fact that a responsible
postal administration, or Government, produced items
of value for which they would give full service which
could be saved, mint or used, and put aside to represent
a time capsule of a country's development and image at
any time in history.
(Clearly there are many other
reasons for collecting as well.)

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
G.S.T. will be added to prices listed in this Newsletter for local
orders (12\%). Overseas orders are "zero-rated" and do not pay G.$.T.
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The problem as I see it for New Zealand Post is that
the temptation of "marketing" on a broad front (including
special "products") for its own sake, to maximise ready
returns, seems to have overtaken the restraint and "nose
to the grindstone" approach of the traditional post office
which made stamp issuing so reliable - and predictable;
a part of the sort of civil-service which built nations
and the empire!
Stamps were produced for a known purpose, in known quantities,
which would satisfy that purpose and if collectors wanted
to put them aside for their own reasons, well and good.
What we encounter now, apparently all over the world,
are postal administrations whose desire to drive this
marketing machine for profit has swamped the public service
ethos which made stamp issuing and collecting so predictable.
And I may say, when something went wrong, made it so
exciting.
Today it's clear that the Stamps Business Unit of New
Zealand Post, in Wellington, was not formed for nothing.
From a purely non-philatelic point of view it does a
remarkably good job. I was gratified to be invited to
the TV New Zealand Marketing Awards by the Business Unit
staff who treated me with great hospitality - they came
second in their category of TV marketing.
However, let's take a closer look at the nature of that
marketing.
The fact that New Zealand Post finds itself under seige
from various parts of the world by philatelic commentators
and collectors for its supposed "issuing policy" has
undoubtedly given the Stamps Business Unit pause.
In my opinion, the fact that the Unit is getting close
to the core of the problem was clearly indicated recently
by their invitation to me, and others, to take part in
a survey and to provide them and their consultant with
precise information on such subjects as "What is it makes
an issue 'listable' in the CP Catalogue" (and others).
Naturally I was happy to enlighten them, suggesting that
stamps that were issued for the pre-payment of postage;
were made available to the public at large through Post
Shops at face value; any premiums added at face value
would be for a known, predictable and charitable purpose;
and generally that the issues would fall into a traditional
pattern with face values not varying greatly from year-to-year
and with the number of issues enough to maintain public
interest in stamps and satisfy known demand but not greatly
to exceed that. As I pointed out, philatelic communities
throughout the world are highly sensitive to exploitative
postal administrations whose thinly veiled purpose is
clearly to make profits.
Such administrations do exist,
and indeed if New Zealand Post is one of them then retribution
will be swift and it will hurt.
That is, unless the
"souvenir" market and the sort of client who buys a pack
of stamps every now and then just for the fun of it,
is the only market that New Zealand Post is seeking and I would be underestimating the expertise of the Stamps
Business Unit if I believed it was.
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(As an aside, another motive may exist for excessive
issuing policies - and for improving design and production
standards.
I read recently that Australia Post had established
that a series of high quality issues actually increased
the volume of use of the post in the community.
In other
words - produce nice stamrs and folk will use them by
posting more letters.
I m sure the Stamps Business
Unit also takes this factor into account.)
New Zealand Post's response to sugr,estions that I and
others made has been an "interested 'one.
As I went
to some pains to point out, collectors who rely on Stanley
Gibbons and the CP Catalogue and what we list in our
pages - to govern to some extent what they will include
in their collections - need to know that their interests
are being protected.
I venture to say that their interests
are being protected, and that some of the rather threatening
image that marketing by New Zealand Post is creating
in the "Philatelic collective consciousness" around the
world, is more apparent than real.
To give a little more illustration, the special souvenir
issues recently produced - "Best of '96" and items unique
to the Limited Edition packs, such as imperforate miniature
sheets, miniature sheets which were never issued as part
of the purported issue that they belong to - and so forth,
are the items which have come under attack internationally:
Include also points schemes to encourage customer loyalty
and to induce people to buy more stamps so that they
will get some of the potentially "rare" special souvenir
it~ms.
Clearlx, these souvenirs do not fall under the
definition of 'cataloguability" which I outlined above.
Plainly, no responsible cataloguer is going to give them
house-room and in future years they will inevitably become
known for what they are - souvenirs.
As long as there are cataloguers who are prepared to
make judgements - based on their clients' perceived needs
and requirements about what is "listable" - (philatelically
acceptable) then there will be a reliable benchmark for
collectors to count on.
I believe that what is at fault is the image of New Zealand
Post and its marketing policy which has become regarded
as being driven by an overwhelming desire to increase
sales.
Nothing turns collectors off faster, needless-to-say,
and many dealers, collectors and Societies would happily
tell New Zealand Post that.
However, there is another reason why things may not be
as bad as they seem.
Are collectors guilty of not seeing the wood for the
trees?
My suggestion to New Zealand Post has been consistently
- both in the recent survey and earlier - that 'ring-fencing'
its core issuing policy will inspire market confidence:
to maintain it firstly at a traditional level of face
value and number of issues per year, and secondly to
keep it conservative, predictable, of very high quality
and manageable for the average collector.
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This would help the collecting of NZ to continue to
develop.
Were you to have been collecting in the 1930s,
and many readers were, you will easily remember the time
when collectors tried to obtain every stamp that was
issued in the world and filled huge Stanley Gibbons Imperial
albums with the products of their searches.
When countries
began to produce many more stamps no doubt many collectors
threw their hands in the air and said "it's quite impossible,
I can't keep pace".
In the event the wise collectors
simply narrowed their focus to one or a few countries,
or to a group of countries - like the British Empire
- and continued to collect in the way that they had always
done.
Later, and I fancy that this took hold after the Second
World War, collectors began to narrow their focus even
more and concentrate on individual countries - usually
their own - and major definitive issues within their
countries.
The result of that is philately as we see
it today, with - in my experience - specialisation alive
and well.
Today New Zealand is going through a stamp issuing period
which is as interesting as any we have seen.
Any issue
that is produced by several different printers in different
perforations with slight design differences, and differences
in the direction of the mesh, paper and gum, is going
to be of intense interest to the collectors of the future.
(See Rob Talbot's article about the $3 and $5 Bird reprints
next month.)
The trick will be to find all the printings
of a given stamp and represent them either with mint,
used, used on cover, or what have you.
This is all going
on, by the way, while the world philatelic community
works itself into a frenzy about the number of issues
and the number of souvenirs and products that New Zealand
Post is producing and the way that they are marketing
them.
What is this leading
Post I would suggest
stamp issuing policy
that, but present it

to?
If I had to advise New Zealand
that it clearly define its traditional
as suggested above.
And not only
strictly as a ring-fenced policy.

In other words, make the souvenir side of the business
and the purely collectables products clearly identifi~b~e,
defined from, and even marketed separately from, trad1t10nal
and conservatively limited stamp issues.
Above all,
I would suggest that the image of the marketing juggernaut
be carefully and meticulously avoided.
It ought to
be possible to market a core iss~ing policy i~ ~ way
.
which creates confidence and an 1mage of stab1l1ty, qua11ty
and intrinsic value.
Maybe we're talking about the
need for a greater sophistication in the best possible
sense.
It is these elements which, in my opinion, should be
highlighted in New Zealand Post's policy.
At the moment
too many toes are being trodden upon and too many pe~ple
are sounding off in an uncomplimentary and very pub11c
"However, you may rest assured that it remains a pleasure
to do business with C.P., and I look forward to hearing
from you at any time."
(R.M., Wilts)
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way about something, which is in essence, very gooa and I refer again to New Zealand Post's core issuing
policy.
New Zealand stamps remain eminently collectable and total
face values in a given year remarkably stable and not
unreasonable.
They are also backed by one of the most
innovative and efficient Post Offices in the world.
There have recently been a number of issues that introduce
new technologies and sheer customer-orientated convenience
- take the current self-adhesive definitives as an example
of this. They're world beaters!
And they introduce
a whole new facet of the development of philately which
will interest and fascinate future generations. This,
will help to popularise a responsible issuing policy
in a long term market.
As a possible role model I quote a recent development
in Britain which New Zealand Post might observe with
interest.
Royal Mail is launching the "Rowl and Hill Awards", according
to the Philatelic Exporter of October 1996, destined
to become a prestigious annual event in the philatelic
calendar.
The award scheme was announced at STAMP EX on September
19 during Royal Mail's Autumn Briefing and will be presented
for the first time in January 1997.
Above all - and
note, New Zealand Post please - it will recognise innovation
in the field of stamp collecting as a hobby to take it
forward into the future.
Royal Mail's sponsorship of the scheme will be to make
awards in this highly supportive new initiative.
Royal
Mail is joining with the British Philatelic Trust and
the Philatelic Traders' Society who make up the Rowland
Hill Awards body.
Royal Mail's Head of Philatelic Marketing and Production
is quoted as saying "Stamp collecting has been a popular
hobby through the years and the Rowland Hill Awards will
ensure that its popularity continues into the 21st century.
Royal Mail is committed to supporting philately and with
our partners in the awarding body we will create a common
focus and shared commitment to innovate in the field
of stamp collecting".
Awards presented by Royal Mail will be for contributions
that add a new dimension to stamps and stamp collecting.
They will include presentations for writers who provide
an insight into the world of stamps, people who add a
new dimension to the special stamp programme, people
who add a new dimension to the range of stamp-based products
and post offices that provide a high level of philatelic
service to stamp collectors.
Do you notice something clear and unequivocal in the
brief synopsis given above?
Do you notice the way stamp
collecting and collectors and the future of collecting
and its popularity is time-and-again stressed?
With
a mission statement like that how can they fail?
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then, is not simply a marketing initiative by Royal
Mall - although you may be sure there is a fair bit of
marketing behind it - it gives all the appearance of
a sensitive and well thought through response to the
needs, interests and the future of philately and its
adherents and its trade.
No one is left out.
It may be possible to market detergent and frozen potato
chips in a way that gets the maximum of packets into
the maximum of kitchens in the shortest possible time
with the maximum amount of money grossed.
An approach
which treats stamps similarly can expect to be re~ected
by collectors - and as I said to New Zealand Post s consultant
"That's not the sort of thing I would like having said
about me in my target market".
Let's hope that someone in Wellington is listening someone who takes the long view.

STATISTICAL DATA
Note that the "rate decrease reprints" of 1995 have been
excluded. They can be seen as an historical anomaly and
one which was materially beneficial for collectors.

Face Value
No. Issues
No. Stamps
Note:
l.

2.

1994
$73.50
13
71

Calendar Year*
1995
$62.10
14
64

1996
$70.50
17
85

, Excludes miniature sheets and Exhibition m/so
1994 contained 4 single stamps that equated to 4 issues.
1995 contained 2 single stamps that equated to 2 issues.
1996 contained 3 single stamps that equated to 3 issues.

....

1967 COUNTER COIL PAIR
Mr John McBeath, of Napier, has sent in a set of these
1967 coils, in this case ODC5, the 3~ value. A high proportion
of the set have a black mark, often below the number and
to the right. We surmise that the black marks may be
something to do with the registration of the coil numbers
but clients are urged to check their own sets of 1967
counter coil pairs and establish whether there are marks
occurring such as described above. Some idea of the incidence
of this marking would be of interest, and - better than
that - an explanation would be valued for Newsletter readers.

1977 HEALTH

8~

+

2~

Mr John Gluyas, of Ashburton, has sent in a block of four
with the dark colour (boy's hair) in a very black shade
indeed. This is easily the darkest we have seen and is
quite outside the range that exists within our stock.
Any other observations?
It is possibly Catalogue listable.
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"TEDDY BEARS" HIT THE HIGH SPOTS
In the Sunday Star-Times of the 10th November appeared
a report of Stanley Gibbons (New Zealand) auction of
eighty-seven copies of the 40~ + 5~ Teddy Bear Health
stamps (sheet issue).
Readers may remember that these
were the "extra" copies over-and-above the twenty-four
which Campbell Paterson Ltd bought from the Auckland
Savings Bank several months ago.
More than $60,000 was raised for the Starship Children's
Hospital (in Auckland) and children's health camps, by
the sale mounted on behalf of the Auckland Savings Bank
on the 9th November in Wellington.
According to the report, five single stamps sold for
$825 each, blocks of four sold for $2850-3100, and a
large lot of 70 copies sold for $48,000.
Thus the continuing development of one of the most amazing
error stories in New Zealand stamp history continues,
with ever mounting public interest and enthusiasm for
the variety.
As yet, future developments cannot be guessed
at, of course, but what can be said is that clients of
Campbell Paterson Ltd who bought sheet stamps at $500
each several months ago have done well in view of the
current market pr1ce.
THE POSTAGE STAMPS OF NEW ZEALAND : VOLUME VIII
The Royal Philatelic Society of New Zealand Inc. recently
announced the above Volume should be available towards the
end of 1996.
Nothing more has been heard to date but it
is clear that the publication is not far away now.
Provisional details supplied by the RPSNZ regarding the scope
of the Volume list the following Chapter headings:
Definitive Stamps 1971-1977 (10 pages), 1978-1982 (60 pages)
1982-1985 (30 pages) (all by John Watts);
Definitive Stamps
1985 to date (30 pages), Commemorative Stamps (120 pages),
Publicity and Special Issues (40 pages) (all by Graham Robertson);
Christmas Stamps (20 pages), Health Stamps (20 pages) (all
by Brian Vincent); Government Life Stamps (10 pages) (by Allan
Berry); Arms Stamps (10 pages) (by Bruce Alexandre);
Ross Dependency (5 pages) (by Robin Startup and Brian Vincent);
Frama labels (5 pages) (by David Smitham); Booklets (20 pages)
(by Colin Capill); Philatelic Exhibition Adhesive labels (5
pages), Perfins (20 pages) (by Robert Samuel); NZ Post and
Courier and Ancillary Services (10 pages) (by Colin Capill);
Road Parcel labels (20 pages) (by Jim Brodie); Postal History
(40 pages) (by Robin Startup); New Zealand stamps up to 1974
(20 pages) (by Ken McNaught).
The price of the Volume is yet to be announced. Those clients
interested in placing an order for this Volume should contact
us as soon as possibe, stating the number of the series which
they wish to secure if the current set are of matched numbers.
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FAMOUS NEW ZEALANDERS - $1.80 Sir Richard Hadlee
Readers should refer to our report on page 6 of the August
Newsletter for the "continuing story".
Indefatigable researcher, Harold Scott, of Rotorua, was
not satisfied with the answer received from Mr M F Thomas,
General Manager of Southern Colour Print, Dunedin, and
he wrote as follows:
"Further to your letter of 11 March, please find enclosed
a plate block of the Sir Richard Hadlee stamps.
These stamps come from a sheet broken up and sold by
a Post Shop here in Rotorua. On discovering an abnormality
in the printing of this stamp, I returned to the Post
Shop and discovered two further sheets showing this
fault.
(Doubling and upward shift of the gold printing.)
This sheet of stamps held by me shows a distinct upward
movement of the gold printing of 2-3mm extending out
of the box section of the stamps, where Sir Richard
Hadlee and New Zealand names should be.
For your records I have included a list of further
abnormalities of this stamp. In anticipation of your
diagnosis I await your early reply."
(STAMP)
Row
Row
Row
Row

2,
8,
4,
8,

Stamp
Stamp
Stamp
Stamp

Row 10, Stamp
Row 4, Stamp
Row 5, Stamp
Row

1, Stamp

Row 2, Stamp
Row 10, Stamp

2
2

SIR RICHARD HADLEE - $1.80

-

white flaw under centre bar of ZEALAND.
white flaw between E and W of NEW.
6
white flaw between Wand Z of NEW ZEALAND.
6
two blue dots right of Sir Richard
Hadlee's right shoulder.
6
white flaw above centre of N of NEW.
7
white flaw between Wand Z of NEW ZEALAND.
7
black dot right of Sir Richard Hadlee's
head and black dot right of neck.
8
line from umpire's right-hand coat
pocket to R of CRICKET on boundary fence.
9 - white flaw left of E of HADLEE.
9 - white flaw above the bottom line of Z of
ZEALAND.

(Tab attached)

"STAMP MONTH October 1995"

°

Row 3, Stamp 2 - blue scrawly line above
of MONTH
Row 4, Stamp 3 - brown flaw to right of 1995
Row 10, Stamp 3 - white flaw below M of STAMP
Row 4, Stamp 4 - brown dot below 5 of 1995.
Row 1, Stamp 5 - white dot above S of STAMP
Row 3, Stamp 5 - white flaw at top, above STAMP
Row 10, Stamp 9 - white dot beetween band e of Oct'ber.
Row 3, Stamp 10 - blue flaw under P of STAMP
Row 6, Stamp 1 and 2 - 1 unperforated hole?
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Mr M F Thomas, the General Manager of Southern Colour
Print, answered Harold on the 20th March, as follows:
"I refer to our recent telephone conversation on the
subject of the $1.80 Famous New Zealanders - Richard
Hadlee stamps and thank you for your letter of 12.3.96
on the issue. In returning the plate block, which
you sent for examination, I have attempted to respond
where I could to those items that were apparent.
Firstly the question of "doubling". In appraising
the block supplied, it is difficult to be conclusive
as not all the image shows the fault as consistently
as we would anticipate in a true "double". For instance,
the gold colour spot in the selvedge does not show
any sign of the problem. We conclude therefore that
as gold ink dries much slower than process inks, we
may have some form of set off on the sample supplied.
Our archive samples certainly show no signs of the
fault demonstrated by your sample as would be expected
if we had consistent doubling.
The other abnormalities you have raised are also difficult
for me to be objective on, as the majority are not
visible on the sample supplied or at least not clearly
identifiable by your description. With the accurate
reproduction of artwork by modern colour scanning techniques,
we tend to pick up all the artists keylines, pencil
marks, etc, and these often reproduce quite clearly
as lines and spots. Several of the flaws you describe
appear to be representative of this type of mark.
Of course the style of design also has an impact with
some being almost "casual" while others are very controlled
and of course we now deal with oomputer generated artwork
which tends to add further complexity.
One item which really intrigued me is the claim that
there is an unperforated hole. This is not possible
in our process without a pin break and any such instances
are both noisy and immediately apparent. I believe
in actual fact you may be describing a "hanger" or
paper circle which has not cleared. We keep our tooling
very well maintained but occasionally a scrap of waste
may not be cleared or may re insert itself from the
back of one sheet onto another and this can be extremely
difficult to spot in the checking procedure.
I am sorry that my response still remains rather inconclusive
but the difficulty in appraising one off samples is
never easy especially as small marks are often difficult
to authenticate as actual printing faults. Thank you
again for your interest."
Editor's note:
I reprint the entire correspondence in
the Newsletter because it is rare for security printers
to be so open and helpful, providing information about
their work.
I have no doubt that Southern Colour Print
have their trade secrets and jealously guard the security
aspects of their printing work for New Zealand Post but
the above is a most interesting backgrounder to modern
printing practice for postage stamps in New Zealand in
the 1990s.
The problem of appraisal referred to in
Mr Thomas' final paragraph exactly reflects the problem
of assessing the importance of flaws in Philately.
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UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
A chance to build yourself a superb representation of
New Zealand QUEEN VICTORIA CHALON HEADS (Full Face Queens)
at a budgeted amount and at a pace which suits your pocket.
The procedure is infinitely variable, whether it is a
representative set of Chalons that you are building,
or a specialised collection.
The main points are The amount spent by you is strictly controlled each
month. We operate a system of staged charges by credit
card over a period of months, by negotiation, or accept
post-dated cheques.
The condition of the stamps you collect can be precisely
defined. For instance, if you require fine-looking
copies but with a fault (such as a tear or thin being
acceptable), then the cost may be reduced to between
10%-20% of the Catalogue value, depending on the issue
concerned.
Sometimes even less.
You may allow us to select material for your set or
collection over a period as suitable items come to
hand.
This ensures that you get stamps falling precisely
within the definition of what you want (see above)
and over time can expect to fill even the "most difficult"
gaps in the collection.
All material submitted to you is strictly on approval
or return.
In other words, if we submit material
to you, and for any reason (which you do not need
to specify) decide not to keep it, then we accept
its return without question for full credit to your
account.
In other words, you are never under obligation to
accept material which you have decided you do not
want.

*

All identifications are unconditionally guaranteed
by CP Ltd, and price levels - while governed by the
market - will be precisely adjusted for condition,
rarity and market demand for the particular item.
There are very few dealers in the world with the ability
to achieve this type of valuation accurately. This
service is available to you as a client of CP Ltd
and will give you an assurance, and confidence, in
the value of your collection which you would not otherwise
have.
The form included with this NEWSLETTER allows you to
select the options which will determine the type and
scale of your collection by answering a series of alternative
questions. We suggest that you try filling in the form,
if only out of interest, as it will demonstrate to you
the ease by which you are able to convey to us precise
instructions regarding your requirements and eventual
objectives.
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Any offer for scarce philatelic material is, of course,
dependent on its availability on the market from time-totime.
At the moment our stocks are strong and we are
able to supply material in most categories, with the
possible exclusion of the very finest examples of great
rarities.
Note:

All Full Face Queen orders received by us on
the form enclosed will be subject to a blanket
5% discount which is a further incentive to
take advantage of this offer now.

As an additional assurance of our confidence in the attractions
of the new programme, we are prepared to allow you to
accept and pay for three sendings over a period of three
months and still return the entire collection for full
credit and repayment by return should you change your
mind regarding the new service.
We believe that this will ensure that after three months
you are able to continue with confidence, having taken
advantage of our service, found that it satisfies your
needs and interests without reservation - and should
this not be the case - without having to retain material
which is no longer of interest to you.
CP NEWSLETTER & CATALOGUE PAID UP CLIENTS ONLY PLEASE
This is an exclusive offer and contains benefits and
unlimited money-back guarantees of acceptability which
we are not able to extend to the general public.
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(a) 1996 Healths - 40~ + 5~ sheet issue error.
This month, one of the very great future rarities
of New Zealand philately.
See front page illustration this month - the "Teddy
Bear" error (sheet issue) on genuine used cover
20 June 1996. This magnificent item is probably
the only example we will ever handle. A few have
come "out of the woodwork" since the Teddy Bear
errors were discovered genuinely issued br, New
Zealand Post. To represent such an item 'genuinely
used on cover of the period" will represent the Holy
Grail of future New Zealand specialists.
One opportunity then, this month, to own perhaps
the blockbuster future rarity item of New Zealand
philately.
SNIPPETS (cont'd)
Volume 3 No 7, February 1952:
New Zealand stamp design. "But stamps!
Just let the
authorities give their official blessing to a design,
however atrocious, and it is with us for all time.
In
our albums and in our Catalogues, it continues to show
itself unashamed year after year, a blot on our hobby
and Cl monument to our lack of taste and lack of vigour."

$2500
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ADSONS
Second Sideface stamps from 1893 with advertisements
on the back.
Selections from stock of this most
interesting aspect of New Zealand philately.
500

501

(a) 2d Complete reconstruction. What better way to
start a listing of Adsons than with a complete
reconstruction!
This is DA3g(5) 2d second setting
in brown, all four panes, complete sheet
reconstruction.
By-and-Iarge the copies appear
to be excellent clear examples, mostly in good
condition. This was put together by Harry Pettitt
who was probably the leading collector/dealer in
Adsons in New Zealand in the 1940s-1950s and so
anything ex-Harry Pettitt has good provenance.
(a) Id First Setting. DA2j(l) ad in red, FV
(b)
DA2j(2) ad in red-brown, FV
(c)
ditto, also available CV $6, NSFV
(d) 20 different copies Id First Setting U
A nice selection.
(e) Id First Pair No Chapped Hands Sunlight Soap/
Fry's Pure Concentrated Cocoa, FV, fine

$2000

$ 12
$
9
$
3
$ 150
$

32

Note: we currently have good stocks of Id First Setting used with
numerous different Adsons. Your specific Wants filled on request.
502

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Id Second Setting DA2j(3) ad red-brown FV
DA2j(4) ad lilac FV
DA2j(5) ad green (Cat.$40) FV
DA2j(6) ad blue (Cat.$75) FV
20 different copies Id Second Setting, V

$
$
$
$
$

7
5
30
50
75

Note: we currently have very good stocks of Id Second Setting used,
nine full stock pages, so virtually all Adsons Id Second Setting
would be available for your specific Wants.

(f) 5 different copies Id Second Setting blue. Five
very clear Adsons, in the difficult-to-find
bright-blue colour.
(Cat.$375) FV
(g) DA2j(3) mint copy Adson 10 Gold Medals Sunlight
Soap, LHM
(h) ditto plus screwdriver flaw D2j(S) LHM
(i) ditto screwdriver flaw this time in blue DA2j(6)t
D2j(S) FV
503

$ 240

$
$

18
26

$

55

(a) Id Second Setting shifted Ads.
Stamp showing
three-quarters and one-quarter of two different
ads, four different, V, each
7
(b) DA2j(W) reversed wmk, V, unpriced in CP Cat.
$ 40
(c) DA2j(Y) stamp design printed on gum, in pair.
This was an experimental printing on the surfaced
or front side of a few sheets of stamp paper
to achieve better definition of the adverts,
which did indeed occur but it meant that the stamps
themselves were printed on the wrong side of the
paper and so had a flat, dry appearance. The
experiment was therefore quickly abandoned.
A
wonderful specialist piece.
FV (Cat.$400)
$ 365

s

FOURTEEN
(d) Id Second in vertical strip of three, U, Stop

that cough Bonningtons/Dodgshun's Tweeds/
A slight cold Bonningtons
(e) Id Second pairs ads in red-brown or lilac, FU ea.
(0 ditto five different pairs, VFU. Nice lot
(g) ditto, vertical pair, FU
(h) ditto, vertical pair with shifted adsons showing
~-~ of four different adsons, U
504

505

$
$
$
$

40
20
95
20

$

26

(b) DA2j(8) ad red, U
(c) DA2j(8) ad brown-red, U
(d) Id Third pair, FU
(e) ditto, vertical pair, U

$
$
$
$
$

4
4
4
20
20

(a) 2d First Setting, DA3g(I), ad red, U
(b) DA3g(2) ad bright red, U
(c) DA3g(3) ad red-brown, U

$
$

$

15
16
8

$

25

(a) Id Third Setting, DA2j(7) ad in brown-purple, U

Note: many specific positions available, please request
(d) Mint copy DA3g(I), fine LHM
506

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
( e)

2d Second Setting DA3g(4) ad red
DA3g(4) ad red-brown, U
DA3g(S) ad brown, U
DA3g(6) ad green, U
20 different copies 2d Second Setting, U

$
$
$
$
$

5
5
7
15
95

507

(a) 2d Third Setting DA3g(7) ad red-brown, U
(b) DA3g(8) ad lilac, U
(c) DA3g(8) ad purple, U

$
$
$

5
5

(a) 2~d DA4e(l) ad purple-red, U
(b) DA4e(2) ad green, U
(c) DA4e(3) ad mauve U
(d).Hint copy DA4e(I), HM
(e) Hint block of four DA4e(2) ad green 2xLHM 2xUHM.
Stunning block
(f) DA4e(Z) reversed watermark, U

15
20
$ 15
$ 100

,

508

5

$
$

$ 695
$ 45

509

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

3d DASd(2)
DASd(3) ad
DASd(4) ad
DASd(l) ad
DASd(3) ad
DASd(4) ad

ad sepia, good shade, U
red, U
mauve, U
brown, mint LH
red, mint LH
mauve, mint LH

$
$
$
$
$
$

50
20
20
75
75
75

510

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

4d DA6e(l)
DA6e(2) ad
DA6e(l) ad
ditto MNG,
DA6e(2) ad

ad brown, U
mauve, U
brown, mint LH
good adson copy
mauve, mint HM

$
$

10
10
75
30
65

511

Sd DA7d(l) ad mauve, U
5 different copies Sd Adson, U
FU copy double perfs at left, Flag Brand Pickles
Hint Adson LHM single including right pane
margin
(e) Hint block of six separated into two strips
of three, positions 136-8, 148-50. 2xUHM 1xLHM
(f) If above unsold, available as two mint strips
of three, each
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

$
$
$

$ 30
$ 140
$ 50
$

80

$ 795
$ 395

FIFTEEN

512

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

6d DA8h(1), ad brown U
DA8h(2) ad red U
DA8h(2) ad red-brown U
DA8h(3) ad mauve, U
Hint DA8h(2) ad red-brown, LH
Hint DA8h(3) ad mauve, HM
DA8h(2) ad red MNG

$
$
$
$

513

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

8d DA9c(1), ad purple, FU
ditto, FCU
ditto single (Cat.$220) UHM
ditto LHM
ditto, five different singles, LHM.
ditto, single MNSF
Hint pair, UHM/LHM, fine
Vertical pair, mint, UHM
Block of four, UHM, very fine

$ 125
$ 100
$ 200
$ 90

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)

1/- DA10c(2) ad purple, p.12xll~, FU
DA10e(1) ad brown, U
DA10e(3) ad red, U
DA10e(4) ad mauve, U
DA10e(5) ad red-brown U
5 different 1/- Adsons, U, nice selection
Single, NSFU
Pair DA10e(3) U, thin one stamp
DA10e(2) ad black, LHM. Very nice stamp
ditto DA10e(3) ad red, HM
ditto DA10e(4) ad mauve, HM
DA10e(5) ad red-brown, LHM

$ 50
$ 35
$ 30
$ 30
$ 30
$ 140
7.50
$
$ 45
$ 190
$ 90
$ 95
$ 115

(m)

Block of four DA10e(4) mauve, U.
A stunning
multiple, beautifully centred. Poneke Table
Jelly, Patent Odourless Waterproofs, Less Labour
Sunlight Soap Greater Comfort, Lochhead's Wertheim
Sewing Machines

$ 275

514

20
20
20
20
$ 110
$ 85
$ 50

A fine set

$ 400

$ 35
$ 280
$ 390
$ 790

Note:
any client wishing to form a representative collection of
Adsons, all values but obviously particularly Id and 2d, we do hold
extensive stocks and are more than happy to send a selection of
different Adson types, colours, denominations, settings etc upon
request.
Similarly, any client wishing a regular Monthly selection
to select from, as we are presently doing for a number of collectors
worldwide, we are happy to provide this service upon request.
SNIPPETS (cont'd)
Volume 3 No 5, December 1951:
"Health stamp sales and the proceeds.
But I fully realise
that working on a guessed figure of Healths used is unsatisfactory.
I maintain that it is evident that the Government is making
large profits out of the Health stamps and that this is
quite contrary to the intentions of the people who buy
the stamps.
Not for a moment do I suggest that there
is anything of a sinister import in what I say.
It is
just that the system (which was evolved in the days when
sales were small and the Government of the day ran the
real risk of making a loss on the deal) has ceased to
work fairly and is creating an anomaly that calls for
speedy rectification."

SIXTEEN

DEFINITIVES TO 1985
1979 PROVISIONAL OVERPRINTS (cont'd)
106

108

(a) PA31a, 14f on 10~
(
i) [10] Plate Nos 3A2A2A2A2A or 3B2B2B2B2B
2 dot each
( ii)
[10] Plate Nos 3A2A2A2A2A or 3B2B2B2B2B
3 dot each
(iii) [10] Plate Nos 4A2A2A2A2A or 4B2B2B2B2B
3 dot each
iv) (W) Double surcharge (one albino)
v)
(V) Double surcharge
vi) Value inscription block of ten from
bottom right corner of the sheet,
surcharge very weakly impressed
(vii) OR pair of stamps with interesting red
colouration in Queen's tiara, UHM
(viii) OR block of twenty from top left corner
of sheet showing at R2/1 white flaw to
top bar of the overprinting obliteration
and R4/5 major flaw at the base of 'I'
of 14<t. Both flaws appear on both of the
overprinted plates 3A2A and 3B2B 2 dot
reprints. Only one overprinting plate
was used.
( a) PA33a,
(

i )

ii)
(iii)
( iv)
109

$

7

$

7

7
$
$ 400
$ 100
$ 100
$

50

$

50

20~

on 7~
Words "GEAR OVERPRINT" in black under
imprint - seen only with extra deep
selvedge
(Y)[15] R8/1: pale patch top left frame,
R8/5 retouch top left petal Plate 2B
[15] Plate No 2A2A2A2A2A, 1 or 2 dot
ea
[15] Plate No 2B2B2B2B2B, 2 dot
(2)

(a) PA34a, $5.00
( i) [6] imprint

$ 400
$
$
$

20
20
20

$

85

$
$
$
$

30
25
75
20

1982 MAP STAMP
110

(a) PA35a,
(
i)
( ii)

(ii i )
( iv)
111

24~, perf 12.75x12.5
L6J Im)rint: with dots in squares:
(1) (1
PRINT NUMBER (1)
(2) (1) PRINT NUMBER (1)
(1) (1) PRINT NUMBER (2)
(1) (2) PRINT NUMBER (2)

(a) PA35b, 24~, perf 14\x14
( i) (2) Double perforations (15 blocks only
known)
[6] Im)rint: with dots in squares (i. e. (2»
( ii)
(2) (1 PRINT NUMBER (3)
(iii ) (3 ) (2) PRINT NUMBER (3)
( iv)
(1) (1) PRINT NUMBER (4)
(
v) (1) (1) PRINT NUMBER (5)
( vi) (2) (1) PRINT NUMBER (5)
(2) (2) PRINT NUMBER (5)
(v i i )
(viii) (1) (1) PRINT NUMBER (6)
( ix)
(1) (1) PRINT NUMBER (7) (very rare)

$ 750
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$

10
10
10
10
10
15
15
600

SEVENTEEN

1982 MINERALS
112

113

114

115

116

117

(a) PB1a, 1~ Nephrite, pert 12.7Sx12.S
(
i)
[6J Imprint/plate dots 11111
(b) PB1b ditto, pert 14tx14
(
i) (2) [4J imperforate at top (with selvedge)
(from 11114)
(ii)
[6J Imprint/plate dots 11111, 11112, 11113,
11114
ea
(c) PB1c ditto, cream paper, pert 14\x14
(
i )
[6J Imprint/5 'Kiwi' symbols
(a) PB2a 2~ Agate, pert 12.7Sx12.S
( i) [6J Imprint/plate dots 11111
(b) PB2b ditto, pert 14tx14
( i) [6J Imprint/plate dots 11111, 11112,
11113
(c) PB2c ditto, cream paper, pert 14\x14
(
i )
[6J Imprint/4 'Kiwi' symbols
(a) PB3a,
(
i)

$

25

$ 500

$

7.50

$

7.50

$

75

$

5

$

5

$

5

$

5

s

5

$
$

$

3
6
6

$

6

$

6

$

6

$

6

ea

3~

Iron Pyrites, pert 14\x14
[6J Imprint/plate dotts 11111, 11112,
11113
(b) PB3b ditto, cream paper, pert 14\x14
(
i )
[6J Imprint/4 'Kiwi' symbols
(a) PB4a, 4~ Amethyst, pert 14\x14
( i) [6J Imprint/plate dots 11111, 11112,
11113

ea

ea

(a) PBSa, S~ Carnelian, pert 14\x14
( i) [6J Imprint/plate dots 11111
(ii)
[6J Imprint/1 'Kiwi' or 2 'Kiwi' symbols ea
(iii)
[8J Imprint/8 'Kiwi' symbols
(b) PBSb ditto, cream paper, pert 14\x14
(
i )
[6J Imprint/3 'Kiwi' or 4 "Kiwi' symbo 1s ea
(ii)
[6J Imprint/5 'Kiwi' 6 'Kiwi' or 7 'Kiwi'
symbols
ea
(a) PB6a, 9~ Native Sulphur, pert 14\x14
( i) [6J Imprint/plate dots 11111, 11112
(ii)
[6J Imprint/plate dots 11113

ea

1983 NEW ZEALAND FRUITS
118

119

120

(a) PB7a, 10~ Grapes, pert 14\x14
i) [6J Imprint (original supply)
( i i ) [6J Imprint/1 (mauve) 'Kiwi' symbol
(b) PB7b ditto, cream paper, pert 14\x14
(
I )
[6J Imprint/2 'Kiwi' symbols

$
$

5
5

$

5

(a) PB8a, 20~ Citrus Fruit, pert 14\x14
( i)
[6J Imprint (original supply)
(b) PB8b ditto, cream paper, pert 14tx14
(
i )
[6J Imprint/1 'Kiwi' symbol

$

6.50

$

6.50

(a) PB9a, 30~ Nectarines, pert 14\x14
(
i) [6J Imprint (original supply)
(ii)
[6J Imprint/1 'Kiwi' symbol

s

7.50
7.50

$

EIGHTEEN

11l ( a ) ( i )

11 2 (b ) (i )

108(a)(i)
121

122

(a) PBI0a, 40~ Apples, perf 14\x14
(
i) [6] Imprint (original supply)
(ii)
[6] Imprint/1 'Kiwi' symbol
(b) PBI0b ditto, cream pa~er, ~erf 14\x14
( i ) [6] Imprint/2 Kiwi symbols
( a ) PBlla,
(
i )
( ii)

50~ Kiwifruit, perf 14\x14
[6] Imprint (original supp ly)
[ 6 ] Imprint/1 'Kiwi' or 2 'Kiwi' symbols

$
$

10
10

$

12.50

$
ea $

10
10

1985 ROYAL PORTRAIT

123

(a) PB12a, 25~
(
[6]
i )
(b) PB13a, 35~
(
i)
[6 ]

Queen, perf 14\x14
Imprint
Queen, perf 14\x14
Imprint

$

12 .50

$

17.50

NINETEEN

1996 NEW ISSUES RECAP
Any gaps in your recent new Issues?
a
c
e
I
n

Mint set
Plate block(s) Mint
First Day Cover (Min.Sheet)
Self-adhesive roll label sets
Miniature Sheet used

=

Fill them now!
b
d
k
m
x

Used set
First Day Cover
Booklet
Miniature Sheet mint
Hangsell Pack

S526a/S531a
(a)
(d)

New Zealand Racehorses
24 Jan '96
$11.05
(b) $11.05
(c) $66.30
(k) $22.25
$11.50
(e) $25.00
(m) $22.25
(n) $22.50

SH73a/SH78a
(a)

Maori Crafts
$11. 05
(b) $11.05

PD67a/PD76a
(b)

(W56a) Seashore Booklet
21 Feb '96
$ 7.60
(d) $ 7.60
(k) $ 7.60

PE5b

Southpex Miniature Sheet
15 Mar '96
$ 6.60
(n) $ 6.60
(d) $ 6.60

(m)

(c) $66.30

21 Feb '96
(d) $11. 50

S532a/S536a
(a)

Rescue Services
$ 9.10
(b) $ 9.10

(c) $54.45

27 Mar '96
(d) $ 9.50

PEla/PE10a
(a)

Pictorials
$ 6.85
(b) $ 6.85

(c) $41.10

27 Mar '96
(d) $ 7.25

S537a/542a
(a)
(x)

Wildlife
$11.05
(b) $11.05
(m) $11.05
$15.00

(c) $66.35
(n) $11.05

PEUa/PE16a
(a)

Pictorials Self-adhesives
1 May '96
$ 4.00
(b) $ 4.95
(d) $ 4.40
(l) $15.00

T68a/T68c
(a)
(d)

Children's Health - Road Safety 5 June '96
(Set includes Self-adhesives)
$ 2.90
(b) $ 2.90
(c) $12.90
$ 3.30
(m) $ 4.30
(n) $ 4.30
(e) $ 4.70

(a)

New Zealand Symphony Orchestra 10 July '96
$ 2.00
(b) $ 2.00
(c) $12.00
(d) $ 2.40

(a)
(d)

Atlanta Centennial Olympic Games
$ 9.10
(b) $ 9.10
(c) $54.60
$ 9.50
(m) $ 9.10
(rt ) $ 9.10

(a)

Centenary of Cinema
$ 7.45
(b) $ 7.45

(k)

Airpost (Se If -adhes i ve )
Booklet onl) (Pohutakawa)
7 Aug '96
$ 8.25
(d $ 2.10
(a) $ 1. 65
(b) $ 1.65$

S543/S544
S545/S549

S550/S553
PE17a

(c) $44.55

1 May '96
(d) $11. 50

10 July '96
(e) $ 9.50
7 Aug '96
(d) $44.55

"Thank you for the Kllc you sent recently.
It is good
to be back on the Budget Plan again".
T.J., Beds.

TWENTY

PD67b/PD76b

7 Aug '96

(k)

Seashore (Self-adhesive)
Booklet only
$ 6.60
(b) $ 6.60

(a)

Olympic Gold
.65et (b)

28 AU~ '96
(d $ 1.75

(a)
(m)

M.M.P.
.65et
$ 6.60

S554
S555

SC37a/SC37h

.65et

(c) $ 4.00

4 Sep '96
(b)
.65et
(n) $ 6.60

(d) $ 1. 75
(e) $ 7.00

Cl)

1996 Christmas
4 Sep '96
(Set includes Self-adhesive)
$11.55
(b) $11.55
(c) $61.40
(2xFDC) $12.40
(k) $ 6.60
$15.00

(a)
(d)
(e)

1996 New
$11.70
$12.15
$ 3.40

(a)
(d)
S556/S562

SS115/SS119

Zealand Extinct Birds 2 Oct '96
(b) $11.70
(c) $66.35
(m) $ 3.00
(n) $ 3.00
(k) $ 6.60
13 Nov '96
(d) $ 9.90

(a)

Scenic Gardens
$ 9.10
(b) $ 9.10

(a)

Ross Dependency - Landscapes
13 Nov '96
$11.10
(b) $11.10
(c) $66.35
(d) $11.90

RD41/RD46

(c) $54.45

1996 EXHIBITION MINIATURE SHEETS
9th Asian Int.Philatelic Exhib 18 May '96 (China)
Wildlife
(m) $ 4.15
(n) $ 4.15
(e) $ 4.80
Pictorials
(m) $ 1.85
In) $ 1.85
(e) $ 2.50
World Philatelic Exhibition (Capex '96) 8 June '96
Pictorials
(m) $ 4.95
(~) $ 4.95
(e) $ 5.35
Health
(m) $ 4.30
(n) $ 4.30
(e) $ 4.70
1996
Wildlife
Extinct Birds

PE5a
PC24b
PC30b

Tai~ei

Exhibition
21-27 Oct '96
(m) $ 4.30
(n) $ 4.30
(m) $ 3.00
(n) $ 3.00
(e) $ 3.80

1996 DEFINITIVE REPRINTS
40, Mitre Peak (I-kiwi)
February
(a)
.65et (b)
.65et (c) $ 4.00
$3.00 Yellow Admiral (3-kiwi)
October (?)
(a) $4.95
(b) $ 4.95
(c) $29.70
$5.00 Red Admiral (I-kiwi)
October
(a) $ 8.25
(b) $ 8.25
(c) $49.50
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